
ACTUARIAL STANDARDS BOARD (ASB) MEETING No 62 
June 3, 2014 

Conference Call 
10:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M. 

Present: Jim Christie, chair 
Luc Farmer 
Ty Faulds 
Conrad Ferguson 
Edward Gibson 
Jay Jeffery 
Laura Newman 
Dave Oakden 
Tony Williams 

Absent: Bruce Langstroth, ex officio, Michael Banks, Camil Lévesque, and Michel Simard, ex officio 

Observer: Catherine Robertson, at the invitation of the chair. 

Staff: Lynn Blackburn, Leona Campbell, Josée Racette 
 

Meeting Summary 
Approval of Agenda 

Two items were added to the agenda under Other Business: 
• A report from the Working Group on Disclosure 
• Calibration criteria 

The agenda was approved as amended. 
 

Previous Minutes 

The minutes from the last meeting were reviewed and no corrections were noted. 
 

Motion: That the minutes of ASB Meeting No 61 held on April 8, 2014, be approved, as 
presented. 

Carried 
 

E-mail Votes 

The following e-mail vote was conducted since the last meeting, and is noted as follows: 
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Motion: That the  Final Standards – Revisions to Economic Reinvestment Assumptions within 
the Practice-Specific Standards on Insurance Contract Valuation: Life and Health 
(Accident and Sickness) Insurance (Section 2300 and paragraph 1110) and Final 
Communication of Promulgations of the Maximum Net Credit Spread, Ultimate 
Reinvestment Rates, and Calibration Criteria for Stochastic Risk-Free Interest Rates in 
the Standards of Practice for the Valuation of Insurance Contract Liabilities: Life and 
Health (Accident and Sickness) Insurance (Subsection 2330 of the Exposure Draft for 
Revisions to the Standards of Practice) be approved as presented, for release, and that 
the chairperson of the designated group, in consultation with the CIA Head Office, be 
authorized to make any necessary editorial corrections (e.g. spelling, punctuation, 
format, grammar, cross-references) prior to its release.  

Carried by 2/3 of ASB members on May 8, 2014 
 

Disbanding Designated Groups (DGs) and Working Groups (WGs) 

There were no groups to be disbanded at this time. 
 

Reports from Designated Groups (DGs) 

a) Economic Reinvestment Assumptions 
Ty Faulds reported that a minor cross-reference error was noted in the Standards, post-
publication, referencing subsection 2330.13.01, which no longer exists.  It should be 2340.13.01 
 
The ASB agreed that the correction needed was sufficiently minor as to not require a formal 
change and re-publication of the Standard – the change could be made to the current posted 
document and an erratum published, in order to advise stakeholders. 
 
It was also noted that the supporting educational note is well underway and is expected in the 
next month or so. 

 
Motion: That the correction to the incorrect cross-reference to section 2330.13.01 be made 

and that an erratum be issued, identifying the correction. 
Carried 

 
b) Standards on Modelling 

Dave Oakden reported on the work of the DG. The following was noted: 
• The comment deadline has just passed (May 30) and the committee has not yet reviewed and 

discussed all of the comments (six were received). 
• A session will be held at the Annual Meeting on the topic. 
• The Actuarial Evidence Committee is relatively comfortable with the direction of the Standards. 

Their concerns seem to have been more or less addressed in the revised NOI. 
• An exposure draft may be ready in time for the August ASB meeting.  

 
c) ISAP 1 

Jim Christie reported that the exposure draft was issued with a comment deadline of June 27, 2014. 
 

d) ISAP 2 
Edward Gibson reported on the recent developments with regard to this project. It is likely that a 
document will only be ready in time for the October ASB meeting. It was noted that, currently, the 
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preference of the DG would be to integrate the required changes within the Standards, as opposed 
to creating a new stand-alone Standard. 

 
e) ISAP 4 

Jim Christie reported that the DG is awaiting the formal Statement of Intent. The FASB has 
indicated that they will not be participating in the joint release of the standard, so it will now be 
solely an IASB standard. 

 
f) General Standards 

Jay Jeffery provided a written report to the ASB indicating the ASB should be able to have general 
discussion of DG’s work at its August meeting.  No additional comments were noted. 

 
g) Pension Commuted Values Standard – Promulgated Mortality Table 

Conrad Ferguson reported on recent discussions and the work of the DG. The following was noted: 
• The DG is currently of the opinion that only one table will be recommended, although it may be 

difficult to get to that point. 
• The DG was already aware of the issues raised in a letter from a large consulting firm and will 

consider these issues in its discussions.  ASB members agreed that it will likely not be a good 
idea to have different tables for different groups. 

• Consultation will be undertaken with the CIA practice committees. 
• Some members of the DG have also suggested that consideration be given to developing the 

standards along with the work of the DG on Economic Assumptions. 
 

h) Economic Assumptions for Sections 3500 and 4500 
Ty Faulds reported that no work has yet been undertaken by the DG. 

 
Motion: That Gavin Benjamin (Chair), Ty Faulds, Dani Goraichy, Jamie Jocsak, José Legault, 

Tim McGorman, Catherine Robertson, and David Wolgelerenter be appointed to the 
Designated Group for Economic Assumptions. 

Carried 
 

Reports from Working Groups (WGs) 

a) Calibration Criteria for Stochastic Models Used for SRPs 
Conrad Ferguson provided a written report on the work of the WG so far. The WG believes that 
the creation of standards for stochastic modeling for pensions is needed. 

 
b) Working group on Disclosure 

Tony Williams provided a written report on the work of the WG. The WG has identified two areas 
where increased disclosure may be needed. 

 
Risk Identification and Assessment 

Jim Christie provided the ASB’s response to the CIA’s Risk Committee. 
 

ISAP 5 and ISAP 6 

Jim Christie reported that the ASB received a request for comment from the International Actuarial 
Association (IAA) on their draft intention to issue a statement of intent on Enterprise Risk Management 
(ERM). ASB members were provided an opportunity to comment. The following was noted: 
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• The ASB had decided, a few years ago, not to develop ERM standards until the practice area was 
further developed. 

• OSFI is not currently looking for actuarial standards in this area. 
• This may overlap with the modelling project. 
• ASB members agreed to not discourage the IAA from developing standards in this area. They could 

be helpful to the ASB in the future, if the ERM practice area continues to grow. 
• The CIA CIR will be recommending to proceed with the development of standards. 

 
ORSA 

Jim Christie provided some background material for information. 
 

Review of Action Items and Future Projects 

The ASB reviewed its action items and Future Projects List.  
 

Report on Recent/Upcoming Meetings 

Several recent/upcoming meetings were identified. The following was also noted: 
 

OSFI/CIA/ASB – May 6, 2014 
The minutes of the meeting were provided for information. 

 
CIA Annual Meeting – Vancouver – June 18-19, 2014 
Jim Christie reported that Ty Faulds and Bob Howard will be presenting on their respective projects. 
Tony Williams will be presenting on the general ASB direction and projects. 

 
Future Meetings 

The ASB confirmed its intended upcoming meeting schedule as follows: 
     August 12, 2014 – 9:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. (via teleconference) 
     October 7, 2014 – 9:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. (Toronto airport) 
     December 2, 2014 – 9:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. (Toronto airport) 
     January 27, 2015 – 9:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. (Toronto airport) 

 
Jim Christie is currently working with the Actuarial Standards Oversight Council (ASOC) to set the April 
2015 meeting date. 

 
Other Business 

Jim Christie thanked Michael Banks for his service on the ASB, as his term now comes to an end. 
 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:43 p.m. The next scheduled meeting 
of the ASB will take place by teleconference on August 12, 2014. 


